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When a multinational research team gathered from the best criminal investigators and the most
impartial doctors has been sent to the country to investigate crimes in the field of medicine, what is
being done by promoting the academic careers of professors at the University of Turku and at the
expense of the health of these staged patients of the prison mental hospital, which can be clearly
read from the research results of these professors. I would hope that the people in the criminal
complaint of this article would then have EXTREMELY GOOD EXPLANATIONS READY for all the
accusations I have written on linkedin and the actions these professors have committed in relation to
the patients used in the research results, who are bound by extremely dictator-like laws to forced
treatments. And those explanations should be something other than deliberately misinterpreted
statistical data collected from the reactions of the body of patients in our country's prison mental
hospital in extremely closed conditions, which is not covered by any law in the country.

This investigation group has nothing to do with Finland except the criminal investigators who
investigated the actions of the serial killer Pekka Seppänen in Finland, all of which was such an
incredible performance by the Finnish police in all its unprofessionalism that it amazes me even in
retrospect. This, thank God, is proof that the Finnish police also have criminal investigators who are
capable of close to my level of criminal investigation and arresting people other than those staged by
psychiatry, and our black-painted, 20-year-old uneducated problem citizens with their pants in cuffs
and a gun in their hand.
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MEDICINE THAT IS TAKING OVER PSYCHOLOGICAL DISEASES
Since it is medicine that is global just like mental health problems, I have to deal with cases in Finland
and the situation in Finland in this article. My article will inevitably expand at some point to cover the
case worldwide, but that is not this article.

When I started researching the mix-ups of Finnish young people when they have strayed into
psychiatry outpatient clinics, the background of these cases has started to reveal an extreme planning
that would seem to be a completely deliberate action from psychiatry, which in all its revelations has
turned out to be a VERY shocking action for me as well. So that psychiatry itself is leading these
problem citizens, who have resorted to seeking help from our country's medical care, into these acts
by taking advantage of drug treatment, psychiatric influence and patients' desperation (Emilia
Nieminen)
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/murder-of-emilia-nieminen

The actions of these patients, to whom no one wants to give an explanation from the side of medical
treatment, will inevitably fall due to shocking actions into the existence of medically non-existent
psychological diseases and credibility among the people when YLE has taken on the task of promoting
them together with Auervaara from Kerava (Lauerma).

This action goes like a lie to the people of the Middle Ages about witches, when psychiatry uses its
own extremely strong competence in terms of human knowledge on our problem citizens, who are
then advertised through the state-owned propaganda machinery, or YLEN. This activity is based on
medical research carried out in the name of a fictitious disease, in which the patient's disease is being
studied, although in reality they only study the function of human cells under the influence of some
chemical compound that is fed to the patients in the fictitious diseases. This activity certainly includes
other illegal activities, but it is too well hidden within the extremely closed walls of VTH and other
mental hospitals to the knowledge of carefully selected nurses who are certainly united by a negative
idea towards these staged patients.

MEDICINE THAT CAN ONLY EXPANDWITH THE HELP OF SICK PEOPLE
If we look at medicine from the perspective of human health, it is clear as day that it has cured serious
diseases on earth like tetanus, polio, etc. with the help of vaccines and developed medicines.

Mental health problems become medical
When I learn about mental health problems and what I have studied from the point of view of a crime
reporter about cases that shock the community, in my opinion, has medicine simply already done
what is expected of it? Cured most of the diseases and because of this it has such a strong need to
have medical bases and connections for psychological diseases such as mental health problems. It is
looking for these connections about chemical, electrochemical, inflammation and cardiovascular
diseases on false grounds and extremely desperately, all of which has caused me great concern about
illegalities, which I will explain in more detail in my articles.

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/murder-of-emilia-nieminen
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Covering Up Illegal Medical Experiments
At the moment, what I have read in the medical literature, there is extremely strong evidence based
on university-level studies conducted in the name of these diseases, which are also conducted at the
University of Turku on patients of the prison mental hospital. there would be no real illness behind
them. These illnesses in connection with patients are nothing more than medically non-existent
psychological illnesses developed by psychiatrists themselves, the purpose of which is nothing other
than to smear the patient in front of the people and our judiciary, which makes it easier to condemn
them.

Medically non-existent psychological illnesses = witch persecution
Because there is no medical evidence for these diseases, just like there was no medieval witches who
were an illusion created by the all-knowing institution of the time, i.e. the church, of something
higher than what humans could understand. This witchcraft, in all its inexplicability, was handed over
to the democratic people, which even the courts recognized, anyone could be condemned as a witch
to be burned alive or drowned in its name.

Mental illnesses that are "deja vu" from this medieval witch hunt, the burden of inexplicability has
been placed on the shoulders of medicine, which is investigating these medically non-existent
diseases in our country's problem citizens in the name of all good, but under whose cover medical
researchers are actually studying the human nervous and immune system. These patients are more
valuable than gold to medicine when they have been bought from the courts with the lives of several
innocent and bystander victims, because no nation would ever accept these illegal medical
experiments if this hatred had not been cultivated on these patients, which is a donkey for the fact
that the Kauhajoki school massacre was simply the systematic and planned arrival of psychiatry, the
police and the Minister of the Interior, Anne Holmlund, which enables the illegal medical studies of
the University of Turku in Finland and the patients required for them.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/anne-holmlund-and-school-massacres

History of medically nonexistent diseases
These medically non-existent psychological illnesses date back to the beginning of the 20th century,
which is considered the most brutal era in human history. Humanity was just getting over the
supremacy of the church and the non-existence of witch persecution was proven. The Nazi ideology
of a new pure Aryan race, which may also have been sparked by the direction of medicine when it
studied human genetics and other crap in humans. These human souls polluted by the Nazi ideology
were sent to Mengele's illegal studies, just as at the moment the patients of our country's prison
mental hospital are forced to participate in the illegal medical studies of the dump of science, the
University of Turku, where the human nervous and immune system is studied completely under the
control of the scientists of the dump of science such as Walta Maija Helena and Jarmo "psychosis"
Hietala below.

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/anne-holmlund-and-school-massacres
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A democracy that enables the biggest illegalities
The enabler of this activity and above all to hide it from the people with the help of laws, a large army
of lawyers has been built around these activities and that is only possible in democratic communities
whose citizens have been taught and brainwashed to believe in the justice of the laws and actions of
this system. To cover up illegal actions, a good news is used, which I bring out with the help of
organization activities and which is advertised above the propaganda machine that spreads this good
news to the people like Christmas throughout the year.

These actions are Deja vu of Mengele's actions, but their making possible is only possible thanks to
the big false image that is built on these institutions and patients with the help of psychiatry and
which is spread with the help of the news. News that aims at the completely unmotivated and
inexplicable actions of these patients, which is completely possible thanks to the immense
incompetence and unprofessionalism of our country's police force, when it is no longer able to
investigate these crimes against humanity and medical abuses in Finland. Finland, which has proven
to be an extremely welcoming country for criminals who have the worst plans for the health of our
country's most problematic citizens.

This action by our country's medical care is the greatest violence to the health of these staged
patients, which our country's police force is watching from the scene of the attack.

YLE's alternative truth with news coverage
At the moment, these medically non-existent diseases are advertised to the greatest extent possible
with the help of our country's propaganda machine YLE, which pushes full-blown mental health
problems into the public's consciousness so that they can connect the actions of problem citizens with
mental illnesses, just as our country's decision-makers and science dump professors want it, and it
will not come as too much of a surprise to them that individual and guided the patients' actions, to
the extent that they would possibly question these mental health problems and that the actions were
not caused by them.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse

PEOPLE'S BELIEF IN MEDICALLY NON-EXISTENT DISEASES HASSE KARLSSON
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJuKRmbRyUc&t=907s

If we look at the actions of professor Hasse Karlsson of the University of Turku "who is not interested
in power" in believing in these diseases and manipulating the listeners, which is at the level of the
above video, it makes me overcome with medically non-existent fear to the greatest extent, because
Hasse's "who is not interested in power" speeches are currently going like wrong to the people,
listeners and our young students. The speeches of this Hasse "who is not interested in power" go to
the people because he has immense credibility due to his position as a professor at the dump of
science, i.e. the University of Turku, when he is researching these ghosts of medicine together with
his friend club. Hasse "who doesn't care about the government" Karlsson certainly also has immense
medical knowledge, which is certainly better than me and which he uses on completely false grounds
to lie to the people about the existence of these medically non-existent diseases with the help of

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJuKRmbRyUc&t=907s
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statistics, all of which is aimed at the people's acceptance when it comes to staging problem citizens
with these imaginary diseases who end up in our country's mental hospitals as human rats.

The connection between physical and mental illnesses as falsely constructed
Hasse "who is not interested in power" who so credibly tries to build a path between the spiritual
world and physical diseases, is much easier to see, thank God, than his friend Keravan Auervaaran
(Lauerma) who very much wants to create a bridge from depression to cardiovascular diseases. With
this action, one person in Finland has already MURDERED with the highest probability, who had
strayed even today to very aggressively advertised mental health clinics, and it is a big question mark
how much the medical care has eliminated its problem citizens in Finland intentionally with the help
of medicine.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/similar-operating-methods-of-nursing-and

Also, in Finland, there is a very high probability that one problem citizen named Jimi Karttunen has
been murdered in a Finnish medical treatment like a stray dog.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/murder-of-jimi-karttunen

Physiological diseases of cancer
Hasse "who is not interested in power" has obviously figured out with a group of friends how the
depression associated with cancer patients could be transferred to those suffering from autumn
depression, so that with it, if statistics are falsely interpreted, the physiological diseases of cancer and
anticancer drugs, such as cardiovascular diseases for example, would be transferred in all their
mystery to these for our problem citizens who eat state money for nothing.

It was not unclear to me Hasse "who is not interested in power"'s evil plans in the field of medicine,
even though Hasse "who is not interested in power" hides it so well with methods that have already
become very familiar to me when I have studied the activities of this friend club. These people use
their own professional skills with full consideration, according to the situation, which helps the
actions of this group of friends. When it comes to depression and the problems that occur in
connection with it, people pretend to be completely ignorant, which helps them to keep their
research work on this depression, which Hasseki "who is not interested in power" is researching
together with his wife Linnea Karlsson. This same depression is also studied in the staged patients of
the prison mental hospital, and Hasse's "uninterested" actions of the false misinterpretation of the
statistics in the video and pretending to be completely ignorant of the causes of depression help to
preserve the illegal studies of this group of friends due to the inexplicable diseases associated with
depression, where taxpayers' money is sought.

In short, Hasse's "who doesn't care" goal regarding depression, he wants to find a medical cause for
depression, which he is looking hard for in gut microbes, and to build physiological and real medical
symptoms for depression on completely false grounds by misinterpreting statistics and feeling stupid.

The inexplicability I'm talking about is the physiological symptoms that appear in connection with
depression, which Hasse "who doesn't care about power" talks about. These symptoms originate
from medical diseases such as cancer, and Hassek "who is not interested in power" knows this for

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/similar-operating-methods-of-nursing-and
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/murder-of-jimi-karttunen
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sure, but he completely ignores this when he advertises his ideology to a people who do not know
about medicine so that no one would have any doubts about any illegalities when problem citizens
start dying suddenly of depression from cardiovascular diseases.

Truck driver Jan from Turku

Since the people's belief is at this level and this aggressive, it inevitably leaves me clues about the
ruthless plans of this club of friends regarding problem citizens. YLE has included in its program a
truck driver from JAN's cradle of corruption, i.e. Turku who has cancer. Through YLE's documentary,
Jan aggressively and to a large extent advertises a mental health problem, and his cancer remains in
this program as a secondary part, which can already be read as misleading with illness. It is said that
Jan gets ketamine for his mental health problems, even though the cancer he has is on the sidelines of
the show. You can get the false impression from this program that you have to take ketamine like Jan
to get depression on an autumn day. Some problem is a citizen who has been left in the wounds of
psychiatry regarding the beliefs that for mental health problems you have to take these drugs that are
actually fed to Jan because of cancer.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse

Here is a good example of how in the beginning there was only cancer, which later got its illness side
by side with depression, which is now Hassen's "who doesn't care about power" and his friend club,
which acts like a greased manacle, is differentiating from the cancer connection and creating its own
disease, depression, by deliberately misinterpreting statistics and possibly from the patients of the
prison mental hospital by collecting false information to supplement this imaginary depression, in
connection with which some physiological symptoms of cancer would appear.

The medical holocaust is Hasse's "power doesn't care" Name Day
When Hasse "who doesn't care about power" has developed depression with his friend club along
with the physiological symptoms and diseases of his own illness such as cardiovascular diseases, this

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse
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combination will eliminate all problem citizens of our country from spending taxpayers' money for
nothing.

Since it is medicine and its diseases that know no national borders, this medical holocaust of Hasse
"that the government is not interested in" will reap a lot of people from the earth when the processes
of its implementation have been polished. I'm talking about adoption because it's not a real disease,
but a sick plan of the most ruthless beast on earth, the white man, who needs human ruthlessness
more than mother nature to give these cancerous physiological diseases to problem citizens, and over
emphasized will be needle infections, which unfortunately I have personal experience of, which will
nevertheless save the lives of many problem citizens when I tell the public about this and how the
Nurmijärvi emergency room staff Henriikka Riepponen and Päivi Kokki did not use disinfectant when
they took CRP from me with a needle. This caused me to have two days of shivering in my body from
toes to head that were like hot waves. This proves how in medical care you can intentionally cause
bacterial and viral infections to patients completely on purpose, which cannot be caught. With this
kind of action in medical care, you can carry out any kind of virus and bacterial infections you want
without fear of being caught, because this area is under the protection of the president of Finland,
the new white king of the Aryans and a graduate from the dump of science, the University of Turku.

It is a big question mark whether this activity, which clearly aims to push medicine into the role of the
medieval church, can be stopped. Having succeeded in this, this region can, if it wishes, distribute
natural deaths to its problem citizens with the help of the mystique created by the depression of the
autumn day, on which a connection with cardiovascular diseases and numerous unexplained
infections has been built on false grounds, all of which can be caused by just any chemical compound
in the human body, which has been deliberately hidden and with which this association of fall day
depression with medicine is deliberately built with lies and misinterpretations. As Karlsson already
tells everyone in the video, but which is nevertheless hidden under the benevolence of so many
people, because no one could believe, even in their worst dreams, that systematic actions would be
carried out in the field of medical care at the expense of the health of others. However, I have
collected numerous examples of this on my linkedin pages that we have lived in false happiness,
which is the illusion of good intentions created by medical care.

HASSE KARLSSON WHO IMITATED HI VIRUS
After reading until now, everyone should see how Hasse "who is not bothered by power" has imitated
the HI-Virus and its entire existence almost identically when he is creating cancer physiological
diseases on top of the depression associated with the problem citizens of our country, which can be
given in medical care with a needle infection just like Päivi Kokki and Henriikka Riepponen at
Nurmijärvi emergency room did it for me.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/henriikka-riepponen

This activity, the purpose of which is to create a disease for a new minority group, i.e. problem
citizens, is too similar in identity to the HI-Virus, which spread like a plague among homosexuals, is
more proof of all the conspiracy theories that were spread about the HI-Virus that it was a conspiracy
theory. These conspiracy theories seem to be disproved thanks to Hasse "who is not interested in
power" when he tells it firsthand and in youtube videos almost directly how a new disease is created

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/henriikka-riepponen
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for a minority group by advertising it to the people and together with examples driven up in a
process-like manner together with misinterpretations of statistics whose actions are strongly guided
by their own ideological goals.

The most illegal actions can be carried out in the name of democracy and its
institutions

The actions of Hasse "who is not interested in power" also prove how the most ruthless beast on
earth, the white man, works together in the name of the credibility of democratic state institutions
and which it praises above all else as a governance model, and why not when such cruel projects
against humanity can be carried out in its name.

The actions of Hasse "who is not interested in power" also prove how the HI-Virus is not a virus
developed by anyone other than people like Hasse, whose purpose is not much different from Hasse's
"who is not interested in power" depression 2.0 disease, which now has the physiological diseases of
cancer, thanks to Hasse, which these problem citizens die, just like Jarno Laapotti in Ylivieska.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/similar-operating-methods-of-nursing-and

LOOKING THROUGH THE FINGERS OF FINLAND'S DECISION-MAKERS ANDMINISTERS
When the decision-makers and ministers of our country look cross-eyed at the activities of the
University of Turku friendship club in the field of medicine and what I have tried to get a criminal
investigation against this group, which even in the name of science speaks distorting it according to
their own interests, it should be stopped as soon as possible.

Extermination of problematic citizens
During my three-year investigation, I have been left wondering whether the decision-makers of our
country have declared war against their problem citizens in the name of mental health problems,
because the heirs of the most relentless beast on earth, the white man, i.e. the club of extremely
corrupt professors at the University of Turku, have built such a hard false bridge to physiological
diseases and symptoms at the University of Turku on top of these imaginary diseases. for example,
Jan the truck driver and his cancer.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse

This declaration of war is also supported by Jimi Karttunen's medical termination at HUS, which was
hidden under a post-trauma metabolic reaction, the causes of which were completely attributed to
the neo-Nazi organization Finnish Resistance Movement represented by Jesse Torniainen, which
shows how crooked the game Sauli Niinistö, the new white king of the Aryans who graduated from
the University of Turku, is playing. behind the curtains, which is covered up with the news of the
propaganda machine.
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/sauli-s-angels

https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/similar-operating-methods-of-nursing-and
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/yle-propaganda-machinery-mediahouse
https://www.finnishcrimereporter.com/sauli-s-angels
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Illegalities at the University of Turku
All this illegality by the extremely corrupt professors of the University of Turku with people with
mental health problems is that they build a bridge to psychological diseases by deliberately
misinterpreting statistical symptoms, which also includes deliberately wrongly chosen metrics to
interpret patients' symptoms. This has created great credibility among the people about these
medically non-existent diseases because acts that shock the society have been carried out in their
name.

The people of these acts have been drugged by psychiatry during the acts, provoked by them, led on
by them, and in the grip of anger and revenge resulting from extremely unjust actions. Patients who
partly out of fear, anger, revenge and in their complete ignorance caused by intoxicating "medicines"
commit, like every animal, the last defense reaction when cornered, i.e. an attack against our society
which has attacked them in psychiatry, which represents our society as a part of medical care.

It is really a blatant injustice that I, as an engineer, have to stand in front of professors with doctoral
degrees when I try to say that their actions in the field of medicine are an abuse of medicine and
against all justice when they are creating a new medical disease of psychological depression, which
supposedly has physiological diseases and symptoms such as heart- and vascular diseases. Because of
these gentlemen, a multinational investigation team should be established to find out their actions on
the patients of the prison mental hospital and how far their criminal activities in the field of medicine
are.

A MULTINATIONAL INVESTIGATION TEAM OF THE WORLD'S BEST CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATORS AND DOCTORS

When we look at everything that has happened in Finland and which I have listed on my linkedin page,
a multinational research team should be gathered around the world to find out what all the illegal
things are being done in the field of medical care, because in Finland this activity is so clearly visible
that some of the doctors in medical care could be arrested already with "any man's right".

The history of human nature has already shown the immense cruelty towards its own, which the
extremely corrupt professors of the University of Turku, Jesper Ekelund, Hasse Karlsson, Jyrki Korkeila,
Jarmo Hietala, Raimo Salokangas, Hannu Lauerma + Alo Juriloo, are carrying out at the expense of the
health of our problem citizens, who aim to grow their own academic careers and map the human
being in the name of imaginary diseases of staged patients.

In these mental health activities, you can clearly see how they combine the medieval witch hunts for
these imaginary diseases and the atrocities of Nazi Germany, which are hidden with the help of the
mystique and shadow created by these medically non-existent mental illnesses, which strongly aim at
illegal human experiments in medicine in the mapping of the nervous system and immune system,
and of course in any other illegal activities where medicine needs these his staged human rats.

To this group that will sometimes be gathered to investigate the extremely cruel, systematic and
systematic actions that took place in the field of medicine that aim at harnessing problem citizens into
human rats and creating medical diseases from psychological diseases on false grounds by
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deliberately misinterpreting statistics, I can tell you that the researchers representing Finland are the
criminal investigators who uncovered Pekka Seppänen's actions. All other criminal investigators from
Finland can be sent to Oulu to chase bicycle and sled thieves.
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